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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to program, document,
and test a method of automatically executing image pro-
cessing of ultrasound tongue images. This, in turn, will
save much time in processing mountains of future ultra-
sound tongue position data. Image processing could be
automated with a method that involved processing movie
files, image files and text files, each with different soft-
ware. The processing time taken by each task was also
measured. More efficient methods of automated image
processing are suggested for future research.

1 Introduction
When we think about pronunciation education, it is nec-
essary to investigate how our tongue moves. Further-
more, not only the movement of the tongue but also the
shape of the tongue is necessary to be investigated. How-
ever, measurement of the shape of the tongue involves
a lot of time and labor, especially when done by hand
over many images. In this research, the aim is to auto-
matically find particular distances between an ultrasound
probe, which can be used to obtain midsagittal images of
the tongue, and the surface of the tongue.

There are two research questions: how can the dis-
tances from probe to tongue be calculated automatically,
and how much faster could be the task of automatically
finding the lengths. These questions are important be-
cause we could come to save our time dramatically if
they could be answered.

In considering image processing, there already exists
specialized, free software named EdgeTrak which tracks
the contours of the tongue in an image file. Although
each task excels in processing large amounts of data
compared with previous methods, there is still room for
improvement.

One thing motivating this research is the desire to en-
able students to carry out their ultrasound research more
effectively in the future. It is my hope that this thesis can
be used as a procedure manual for future students. This
thesis is organized as follows: Section 1 provides some
background and an introduction to this research. Section
2 shows the method that was used for the research and
the programming code, which can be used in MATLAB
to process data. The amount of time that was taken for

data processing is listed in Section 3. What I have found
from the outcome times of the experiment is written in
Section 4. Conclusions and future work are summarized
in Section 5.

2 Method
2.1 Apparatus
A number of different types of hardware and software
were used in the collection and analysis of data, and
these are described in this section.

2.1.1 Hardware

The following machines were used to collect ultra-
sound data that could then be used during automatic im-
age processing: Toshiba Famio 8 ultrasound machine,
a dynamic microphone, microphone amplifier AT-MA
2, Canopus Advanced DV Converter, Macintosh OSX
computer and Windows XP computer. The ultrasound
Famio 8 is an ultrasound machine that was used to ob-
tain a midsagittal image of a tongue with the reflection
of ultrasound. The dynamic microphone is a microphone
that was used to record audio data. The microphone am-
plifier AT-MA 2 is a pre-amplifier that was used to am-
plify audio data that was created with the dynamic mi-
crophone. The Canopus Advanced DV Converter is a
converter which was used to send data from the Famio
8 ultrasound and the microphone amplifier AT-MA 2 to
a Macintosh computer. Information about the Windows
XP computer and the Macintosh OSX computer is shown
in Table 1.

Information Windows Macintosh
Name XPS 630i Mac Pro
OS XP Pro OS X 10.5.8

Manufacturer Dell Inc Apple Inc
CPU Speed 2.50GHz 2.8GHz

Memory 3.326GB RAM 4GB

Table 1: Hardware

2.1.2 Software

In this research, four main types of software were used:
iMovie HD, Free Video to JPG Converter, EdgeTrak, and
MATLAB. They are described in more detail below.
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iMovie HD 6.0.3 [?]: iMovie HD is video editing soft-
ware which is included in “iLife” produced by Apple.
iMovie is able to capture a movie file and output into
various extensions from picture files, movie files and au-
dio files. In this research, a movie file can be captured
using iMovie HD from Ultrasound Famio 8 connected to
a Macintosh computer. Audio data also should be cap-
tured by iMovie HD when the computer is connected to
a microphone.

Free Video to JPG Converter 1.5.1.54 [?]: Free Video
to JPG Converter is free software that is able to ex-
tract any movie scenes as picture files with the exten-
sion “jpg”. In this research, a movie file exported from
iMovie HD can be saved as an “.avi” file. With the soft-
ware Free Video to JPG Converter, an “.avi” file can be
converted as a number of “.jpg” files. Since standard
video is approximately 30 frames per second, 30 .jpg
files are created for every second of video.

EdgeTrak 1.0.0.2 [?]: EdgeTrak is freely available
software that is able to find the contour of the tongue
in an image and then mark a number of red dots along it.
In this research, a number of “.jpg” files can be loaded
at the beginning of the task of EdgeTrak. Then the range
of distinguishing the contour of the tongue with white
color can be set up manually. After that, a few red dots
are marked manually as input to the program, so that any
number of red dots can be automatically calculated and
marked alongside these. After that, the rest of the “.jpg”
files are also marked with red dots automatically. At the
end, images marked with red dots can be saved as a “.ts”
file, and every coordinate of the red dots is saved in the
“.ts” file. A “.ts” file can be loaded into other programs,
such as MATLAB, as a text file. A processed image in
EdgeTrak is shown in Figure 1.

MATLAB 7.9.0.529 (R2009b) 32-bit [?]: MATLAB
is proprietary software that can calculate numbers with
various elements. MATLAB is an abbreviation of “MA-
Trix LABoratory”. MATLAB has many functions avail-
able, such as matrix calculation, vector operation, mak-
ing a graph and displaying images in three dimensions.
In this research, image processing is able to be per-
formed automatically with a programing code which can
be run on MATLAB. There are a lot of commands which
are used in MATLAB, and one of the commands can be
used to load the coordinates written in the ”.ts” file at the
beginning of the program.

2.2 Procedure

The following section describes the steps to take when
one wishes to collect and then automatically analyze ul-
trasound tongue data.

2.2.1 Make a movie file

1. Firstly, connect a composite video cable between
the ultrasound Famio 8 and the Canopus Advanced
DV Converter. Connect the microphone amplifier
AT-MA 2 to a dynamic microphone. Connect the
microphone amplifier AT-MA 2 to the Canopus Ad-
vanced DV Converter. Connect a firewire cable be-
tween the Canopus Advanced DV Converter and a
Macintosh computer. Switch the INPUT SELECT
of the Canopus Advanced DV Converter to “ANA-
LOG IN”.

2. Secondly, start the software iMovie HD and choose
“Create a New Project”. After that, type in the
project name and select a folder for it. Click “Cre-
ate”. Set “Switch to camera mode” instead of
“Switch to edit mode”. Start the Famio 8 ultrasound
machine.

3. Lastly, when recording is ready, press the “Import”
button in the window of iMovie HD and record.

2.2.2 Export a movie file

After recording, I edited the length of the recorded data
to make a one-minute movie file. After that, chooseFile
→ Export and then choose Compress movie for: “Ex-
pert Settings”. Click the “Share” button. Type in the
file name and choose a folder. Select Export: “Movie
to AVI” and press the “Save” button. After creating an
“.avi” movie file, copy it to “Public” folder on the desk-
top of the Macintosh computer.

2.2.3 Convert a movie file

Open a folder named “CLR Phonetics’ Mac Pro” on the
desktop of Windows XP computer. Choose and copy the
movie file. After copied, start the software Free Video to
JPG Converter on the desktop. Click “Browse...” button
in the window of Free Video To JPG Converter and open
the movie file. After that in the Extract section, choose
“Every frame” of four selection. Click “Browse...” but-
ton below the text “Output folder:” and assign an output
folder. Click “Extract” Button. After the message “Con-
version was completed successfully!” is displayed, close
Free Video To JPG Converter.

2.2.4 Process in EdgeTrak

1. Firstly, start the software EdgeTrak on the desktop.
SelectFile → Load Images. In “Load Images”
window, click on “Get Sample” button. Choose
one “.jpg” file of sequential picture files and click
open. In “File Template” frame, replace the file
name “Test 0001.jpg” with “Test♯♯♯♯.jpg”. Type
0001 in “Start” frame and 0250 in “End” frame.
Click “Ok” button.
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2. Secondly, selectConfigure → Interesting Area
and Scaling Marks. Click in the green box and
drag it to the center of the image. Adjust the size
of green box so that contours of tongues could be
discriminated. After that, click “Adjust Interesting
Area, Click here when done”. Image of green box
is shown in Figure 1.

3. Thirdly, selectOptimize → Image Gradients.
Click “Ok”.

4. Fourthly, selectFile → Init by Click . Click With
left mouse button to place a few points along the
lower edge of the contour of the tongue from left to
right. Click “Click Here When Done”.

5. Fifthly, selectOptimize → Optimize One Frame
twice. After that, image of Figure 1 is obtained.

6. Sixthly, selectOptimize→Optimize A Sequence.
Click “Ok”. After that, modify the some image with
right and left click. Each time modification is done,
selectOptimize→Optimize A Sequenceand type
in the plus one number of each modified images.

7. Seventhly, selectFile → Save Ts File As. Type in
file name and save. After that, Send it in the folder
named “CLR Phonetics’ Mac Pro” on the desktop.
Coordinates of red dots are written in the “.ts” file.

8. Lastly, since the memory of computer is limited, re-
peat the processing in EdgeTrak six times each by
250 image files.

2.2.5 Process in MATLAB

Open a folder named “Public” on the desktop of Mac-
intosh OSX Computer. Choose and copy the “.ts” file.
Start the software MATLAB. Execute Image Processing
with programing code with 3 dimension matrix calcula-
tion. The “.ts” file is loaded at the beginning of program-
ing code. The image of processed picture file is shown
in Figure 2.

2.3 Programing code
The programing code was created after a number of im-
provement for four months. Some important parts of
programing code are written below. And definition of
each variable is displayed in Table 2.

% Calculations to obtain an angle between two
formulas

thetaA= atan(a); % Find the angle in radians
from the slope “a”

% “atan” command is used to output arctan-
gent of “a” in radians

angleI= (180 * thetaA)/pi; % Convert from
radians into degrees

% “pi” meansπ

angleA= (-1) * (180 - angleI); % Find the hor-
izontal opposite angle

thetaA2= atan(a2); % Find the angle in radi-
ans from the slope “a2”

angleA2= (180 * thetaA2)/pi; % Convert from
radians into degrees

H = abs(angleA - angleA2); % Find an angle
between two formulas

% “abs” means absolute calculation

angleED= H / NofDiv; % Find each angle di-
vided by the number of division

Variables Definition
thetaA angle in radians made from a

a slope between tongue root and probe
angleI angle in degrees converted from thetaA
angleA horizontal opposite angle of angle I
thetaA2 angle in radians made from a2

a2 slope between tongue tip and probe
angleA2 angle in degrees converted from thetaA2

H angle in degrees between two formulas
angleED each angle divided by NofDiv
NofDiv the number of division of angle equally

Table 2: Definition of MATLAB variables

3 Results
After execution in MATLAB, particular distances could
be obtained. Each processing time that was taken with
each task was measured with a stopwatch, and is shown
in Table 3.

Tasks time(mm:ss)
UltrasoundFamio recording 01:13

iMovie HD exporting 01:01
Copying from Macintosh computer 03:46

Conversion from a movie file 00:26
Loading 250 images in EdgeTrak 05:11

Task in EdgeTrak 14:44
MATLAB Execution 00:01

Table 3: Processing Time
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Figure 1: Processed Image in EdgeTrak

Each processing time that was taken with each number
of picture files was measured with a stopwatch, and is
shown in Table 4.

Number of files 3D whole loop
250 0.31s 2.87s
500 0.37s 10.07s
750 0.43s 22.03s
1000 0.69s 38.28s
1250 0.91s 59.66s
1500 1.25s 85.66s

Table 4: Difference between 3D and loop

“3D” means performed with the programing code with

three dimension matrix calculation instead of with whole
loop and two dimension calculation. “whole loop”
means performed with the programing code with whole
loop and two dimension matrix calculation instead of
with three dimension matrix calculation.

4 Discussion

Thanks to an unique software EdgeTrak, we could save
much more time rather than manual task. As seen the
results of Table 2, various tasks may be necessary if
two computers or more are used in Image Processing.
As seen the results of Table 3, it is much more efficient
in performing tasks in MATLAB to use the programing
code with 3 dimension matrix calculation compared to
the programing code with whole loop and 2 dimension
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Figure 2: Processed Image in MATLAB

matrix calculation.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In conclusion, it would be possible to execute more effi-
cient automatic Image Processing if the programing code
would be improved. Although there still are a lot of
vain processing in each task, automatic Image Process-
ing could be succeeded. And this success may help stu-
dents to analyze data of tongues.

Since MATLAB is not put to practical use very much
in Image Processing, I would like to find it. In future
works, I would like to perform the image processing
without using Windows computer so that we can save
much more time and labor. Without using Windows
computer means image processing could be performed
only with a Macintosh computer and the task of using
Free Video to JPG Converter, using EdgeTrak, import-
ing and exporting could be eliminated.
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